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L.J. Star Video Demonstrates
Benefits of the World’s Brightest Sight Glass Light
Twinsburg, Ohio — November 19, 2014 —
L.J. Star Inc., a leading supplier of sight glass
lighting, has released a new video that explains
how process engineers can achieve
unprecedented clear views of critical processes
with the world’s brightest sight glass light, the
LumiStar3000™ LED light. With an impressive
3000 lumens, the LumiStar3000 is four times brighter than an ordinary 100W halogen light.
The video conveys how the exceptional light output and reliability of the LumiStar3000 is
achieved by using a rare type of LED array, computerized controls and an unusual power
approach. The luminaire consumes less than 40W of power at full brightness, one tenth the
energy versus halogens, which can help companies meet green initiatives. Its unique “smart”
design allows facility managers to choose from four modes of operation, including a continuous
mode, which is not available with other lights in its class.
In addition to unprecedented brightness, the LumiStar3000 delivers the long life, durability and
cost savings associated with LED lighting. LEDs last up to 50 times longer than traditional
halogen lights to reduce maintenance costs. Unlike incandescent lights, LEDs are impact and
vibration resistant and do not contain fragile filaments. The LumiStar3000 LED does not add
heat to processes and is ideal for pharmaceutical, chemical and food processing applications.

In just over three minutes, the LumiStar3000 LED Sight Glass Light video demonstrates how
process engineers can gain greater control over their inspection and observation processes
through the unprecedented brightness of the LumiStar3000 Sight Glass Light.
To watch the video, please visit: http://bit.ly/1ubxmL9
About L.J. Star
L.J. Star Incorporated provides an extensive line of process observation equipment – sight
glasses, lights, sanitary fittings, and level gage instrumentation. Product lines include Metaglas®
Safety Sight Windows, Lumiglas® Explosion Proof Lights and Cameras, Visual Flow Indicators,
Sight Ports, Sanitary Clamps, Magnetic Level Gages and Gage Glass. Metaglas is the #1
selling fused sight glass, proven in thousands of installations around the world. Unlike some
other sight glasses, it meets stringent DIN 7079 and DIN 7080 quality standards, and it is
approved for USP Type I use. For additional information, or to request third-party documentation
of standards compliance and product performance claims, contact L.J. Star Incorporated, P.O.
Box 1116, Twinsburg, OH 44087. Phone: 330-405-3040. Fax: 330-405-3070. Email:
view@ljstar.com. Website: www.ljstar.com.
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